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Statement of Purpose

Introduction and Background
I, …………………………..  born on …………………. holding the passport number …………….., from the humble village of 
…………………………….., would like to express my gratitude to have been given an opportunity to write a 
Statement of Purpose to pursue Diploma of Early Childhood Education and Care in the 
reputed Axis Institute in Brisbane, Australia.

My decision to pursue Diploma of Early Childhood Education and Care is not only inspired by 
my academic goal. It is also something that comes innately to me. Even when I was 
13-years-old, in addition to spending time with my teenage friends, I took few hours in my time 
to run a small in-home tuition center for children in my neighborhood. There I came to learn 
how passionate I was when it came to Development of children. The tuition I ran was not only 
limited to providing studies related assistance. Owing to a realization that children need more 
than books and homework to learn, I began conducting extracurricular activities like taking 
them to grocery shopping, to make learning more children friendly. I have been teaching 
children since then. 

“Eshneha Miss, why is it easier to count money than doing addition and subtraction in 
Mathematics,” a child, a two-grader student of mine, once shared his inquisitiveness in the 
class. This innocent revelation led all the students to agreeing to turn every problem in 
arithmetic to money problem. Their grades drastically improved over time. To this day, I 
consider this moment as one of the most important lessons of my life as a teacher. I didn't 
interfere with their learning process. I just showed them the way, they reached their 
destination on their own. I want to explore my passion and contribute to a healthy society 
where Children are wise and intellectually healthy which will contribute to create a safer and 
well-informed society in the future.

I grew up in a country side of Dhakana, Dang, Nepal, to father, Mr. Cholamani Khatri and to 
mother Mrs. Oma Khatri where sending a girl to a school is still a societal conundrum. My 
father, who is a teacher, never let this stigma affect me. He would say, “There are people who 
still consider education a gender privilege, you should show them otherwise. Education is free 
as air is. Everybody should have access to it.” It is because of his inspiration and the support 
from my mother that I have always thrived to do better in academics. I completed my 
schooling from Chandrodaya Vidya Kunj with an encouraging first division percentage (69.5%) 
in Dang and completed my high school from Gorkha Higher Secondary School maintaining 
the same grade with (61.5%) in Tulsipur, Dang.

Why Diploma of Early Childhood Education and Care?
I always aspired to do something for the children. My experience as a tuition teacher and a 
babysitter in my neighborhood cemented my passion into an academic aim as I realized that 
I can, albeit a small contribution to the society, help create a future of happy educated adults 
who are ridden of baseless stigmas and are filled with nothing but compassion for the people. 
After completion of my High School, I joined a Montessori, namely, ‘Cradle Kids Care and 
Pre-School’ in Banepa where I taught pre-schoolers various topics from wonder of science to 
fun of mathematics where I must say I lived the best part of my life there. I got to explore my 
dream there. However, I was hit by a realization that there were many children in Nepal who 
were deprived of access to a sound pre-school education because Pre School education is 
expensive in our country. There are thousands of kids who grow up in the streets because their 
parents cannot afford giving them shelter. Child Labor, although abolished and illegal, is still 
practiced in major cities and these facts saddened me for a while. However, it inspired me to 
work hard and study well to do something in the future as someone who understands children 
and their requirements. One of my biggest dream is to found an orphanage different from 
traditional orphanages in my country where children not only get shelter but also are 
provided with necessary pre-school educations that help them transcend into a healthy 
adolescence and in turn into a healthy adulthood.

Similarly, with the graduation in diploma I’ll be capable of achieving more ideas in the time of 
bachelor course. Bachelor course are more extensive and as I will have the knowledge about 
child care acquired from Diploma it will help me to prove my potential better than others.
I am well aware about my course details. I am doing diploma program in early childhood the 
courses are of 98 weeks. Diploma of Early Childhood Education and Care course includes 360 
hours of professional work placement to be completed.

Diploma of Early Childhood Education and Care, I will have to study various units. The unit 
enlisted in the course consists of:
CHCECE002 Ensure the health and safety of children
CHCECE004 Promote and provide healthy food and drinks
CHCLEG001 Work legally and ethically
CHCPRT001 Identify and respond to children and young people at risk
CHCECE009 Use an approved learning framework to guide practice
CHCECE007 Develop positive and respectful relationships with children
CHCECE006 Support behaviour of children and young people
CHCECE010 Support the holistic development of children in early childhood
CHCECE013 Use information about children to inform practice
CHCECE003 Provide care for children
CHCECE005 Provide care for babies and toddlers
CHCECE001 Develop cultural competence
CHCDIV001 Work with diverse people
CHCDIV002 Promote Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander cultural safety
CHCECE016 Establish and maintain a safety and healthy environment for children
HLTWHS003 Maintain work health and safety
CHCECE019 Facilitate compliance in an education and care service
CHCECE025 Embed sustainable practices in service operations
CHCMGT003 Lead the work team

CHCECE017 Foster the holistic development and wellbeing of the child in early childhood
CHCECE018 Nurture creativity in children
CHCECE022 Promote children’s agency
CHCECE023 Analyze information to inform learning
CHCECE024 Design and implement the curriculum to foster children’s learning and 
development
CHCECE020 Establish and implement plans for developing cooperative behavior
CHCECE021 Implement strategies for the inclusion of all children
CHCECE026 Work in partnership with families to provide appropriate education and care for 
children
HLTAID004 Provide an emergency first aid response in an education and care setting
Course of Early Childhood Education and Care is a professional degree. The course design 
enables graduate to maximize learning opportunities to develop skills and knowledge in early 
childhood theory, pedagogy and learning approaches in professional practice and 
leadership; curriculum content development and design; care and wellbeing of the child 
within a social context; and in society and culture. Graduates will also acquire sound 
knowledge and practical communication skills to serve the diverse and changing needs of 
the early childhood education, care industry, and drive innovation.

In addition to aforementioned matters, the diploma of Early Childhood Education shall equip 
me with the expertise to become:
• Authorised / Nominated Supervisor (Children’s Services)
• Children’s Services Coordinator
• Centre Manager (Children’s Services)
• Director (Children’s Services)
• Child Care Educator
• Group/Team Coordinator/Leader (Children’s Services)
• Children’s Adviser

• Program Leader (Children’s Services)
• Children’s Service Director/Manager
• Child Development Educator
The expertise I shall acquire will help me attend my goals I discussed earlier as a skilled and 
certified professional.

Why This Course?
Unless we educate a child it’s difficult to educate the nation. Due to this thought I have always 
been passionate about working for the welfare and happiness of children. 
Choosing a particular career line is a crucial decision, hence, every aspect of the career one is 
about to choose should be thoroughly understood. It demands proper planning and 
understanding rather brings unexpected outcomes. So, one must be careful while making 
decisions as one wrong decision can negatively affect the career path. Keeping this in light, I 
took almost 2 months to explore different courses and came up with decision for Diploma of 
Early Childhood Education and care. As it best suits my interest and I believe it will make my 
knowledge in the subject more empirical and specific. I have always been keen interested in 
Childhood Education and Care Study. A childhood studies develops specific skills and 
knowledge. Around the subject of children learning and develop. I will learn and develop about 
the history and culture of childhood as well as the major theories of social, emotional and 
cognitive development. We can further our learning through realistic field experience. This 
placement enables students to consolidate our skills under the supervision of qualified 
practitioners which assists us to be work ready after graduation. Lack of qualified teachers 
and resources is the biggest problem in Nepal. This made me to worry more about the 
children’s future of rural part of Nepal and motivated me to penetrate into this subject, where 
this results with good changes in community and also, I can earn good income from this field. 
Also, Degree on early childhood education and care will help me to tackle poor educational 
teaching of Nepal.

Why Australia and Not Nepal?
My decision to pursue this course in Australia is not the result of lack of trying to find the said 
course in Nepal. There are indeed Early Childhood Education courses in Nepal, however, they 
are only available in Limited Institutes like ‘Volunteers Initiative Nepal’ and ‘Early Childhood 
Education Center’ but the quality of Education, albeit told to be of international quality, often 
fail to meet the international standard. The vocational part of the courses are weakly 
designed and are focused on creating a High Salaried Human Resource rather than on 
creating an individual passionate to assure best care and growth for the children. Therefore, I 
chose to study abroad. Countries like Canada, USA, New-Zealand, India, were recommended 
to me. However, I found Australia to be the best option because of the following reasons:
• Australia offers truly a world class Education and eight of the Universities in Australia have 
been placed in the top 100 in the latest QS World University Rankings.
• Australia is a country that has largest number of international students in the world which 
not only adds value to its already diverse culture but also establishes a healthy and a 
welcoming environment for international student which the country like USA lacks as they 
have immigration issues. 
• It is one of the most politically stable country and as per the Global Peace Index 2018, it ranks 
13 in the world’s most peaceful countries with the score of 1.435.
• All the international students studying in Australia are provided special health insurance 
coverage called Overseas Student Health Cover (OSHC) which assists students in covering the 
cost of medical care that they may need while living in Australia.
• There is a provision of Post Study Work (PSW) for every international student which helps 
students get the experience of working in their own field of study. This program, in addition to 
making us financially independent, it insures that when we go back to our country, we possess 
the required skill set to face any kind of challenges in practical scenarios. 

Therefore, I must say that choosing Australia as the country to pursue my academic goals 

was a smooth decision because of its laws and policies that ensures that the International 
Students attain the highest level of education in a secure, sustainable and culturally enriched 
environment.

Why Axis Institute, Brisbane?
Big dilemma hit while choosing among colleges, institutes and University. Finally, after a lot of 
research, recommendation from my seniors, I was able to choose Axis Institute for my further 
studies and achieve my goals.

I compared the course of this college with other education provides. Looking at the websites 
of
TAFE Queensland International college
https://international.tafeqld.edu.au/course/17250-diploma-of-early-childhood-education-and
-care
Brisbane College
http://bc.edu.au/Courses/Early-Childhood-
Shafston college
http://shafston.edu/courses/certificate-iii-in-early-childhood-education-and-care-chc30113/
Comparing various colleges, I found that Axis Institute would be the best decision to pursue 
my studies and I found that the course provided in Axis Institute is much better and the 
teaching structure is highly organized. And Axis Institute is in Level 6, Queen street, Brisbane, 
QLD 4000, Australia my dream place. One of the main reasons behind choosing Axis Institute is 
to pursue my Diploma of early childhood because of its reputation. In comparison to other 
universities in Australia I discovered that the programs taught in Axis Institute are uniquely 
designed and tailored accordingly to meet the needs of the students and the demand of 
contemporary health services. It is one of Australia’s most recognized, accessible, and 
comprehensive institute with a diverse group of students to a wide variety of courses and 
program.

Finally, I made my decision of choosing Axis Institute to pursue my higher studies by rational 
consideration of the factors like cost, location, transportation, security etc. In fact, I make my 
decision by relying heavily upon the data and statistics for choosing a particular institute. 
Undoubtedly, to choose Axis Institute for the further education is the best choice for me.

Financials
With the annual income of AUD 25,706 per annum my parents who always support my 
academic aims are in a strong position to cover my financial costs for my studies in Brisbane, 
Australia. My father whose salary as a teacher is NRs. 585,000 per annum (equivalent to AUD 
6970) added with the lease income from property owned in different parts of Dang is valued 
NRs. 558,000 (equivalent to AUD 6649) and yearly income from family business of NRs. 1,014,305 
(equivalent to AUD 12086) generates us NRs. 2,157,305 Per annum (equivalent to AUD 25706). 
Eager to see me quench my academic thirst and because of the sheer belief in my personal 
aim they support my decision to study in Australia and thus my parents have maintained a 
good amount of saving at Nabil Bank Limited for the purpose of my studies. I am assured that 
my family’s financial position shall help me sustain in Australia.

Future Plans
I have set my future planning to do “Bachelor in Early Childcare” from one of the affiliated 
University, after completing my Diploma of Early Childhood Education and Care from Axis 
Institute. After I get the bachelor’s degree, as Australia also provides 2 years of post-work study 
time for students to get further industrial exposure, experience letter, reference of their related 
field after the completion of the study. I will return back to my motherland Nepal. With the help 
of knowledge of job experience through PSW which includes How to assist with personal 
hygiene, Caregiver relief, how to deal with children with cognitive impairment and mental 
health issues, how to provide optimal support, how to recognize ongoing medical conditions 
and Household management that I will be getting in Australia.

After the completion of this program I will do research on various NGOs and INGOs which 
deliver supports to the early childcare and offer child care service. Then I will apply where my 
skills and knowledge are applicable. I will work as an active humanitarian with the help of 
different NGOs and INGOs. I see myself working for rights and at the needy sector of the 
community/society. I’ll start up different social campaign and development projects based on 
welfare of children, especially in the rural part of Nepal. Along with my social projects and 
campaign, I will be preparing myself to stand up in a responsible/senior post of one of the 
reputed NGO or INGO like UN, UNICEF, UNDP in Nepal along with working as a UN officer. For 
doing these all things I will search job vacancies in various NGO and INGO and compete for 
the post. In the initial stage of job the salary will not be more but after the three months there 
will be increase in my salary. Well these all matters could not stop my way as my dream is to 
stand in senior post of NGO and INGO by which I will get opportunity to use my knowledge and 
experience of Childcare. After returning to my home country, I am anticipating a recovery of 
more than 100% of my investment through my annual salary. The average annual salary of UN 
officer is $63,854 approximately which is regarded as a handsome salary. Likewise, the income 
from NGO will be around Rs 60,000 – 70,000 per month with the intent to reduce crucial social 
disasters of Nepal, such as unemployment, social evils, illiteracy etc. I want children of rural 
area and underdeveloped nation to develop leadership quality in them which I’ll make sure 
they’ll gain it.

I feel I have the ability to turn a foolish being to a wise person. I define myself as human being 
with introvert look but extra, extrovert characteristics and attitude. Since the first day of my 
schooling to the end year of my high school, I never lost the opportunity to represent myself as 
an active and creative student. Dealing with responsibilities, learning new things, interacting 
with people, involving on leadership and social works etc. has always been my subject of 
interest.

Reason to be Back to Nepal
“You leave home to seek your fortune and, when you get it, you go home and share it with your 
family” I believe myself as a dedicated, ambitious change maker, who has got the potential to 
reflect as an example to the world with her work. No matter how much dedicated I’m towards 
my education and career, I do hold a big bundle of responsibilities towards my family. People 
are always incomplete without their family no matter what. Being a first child of my family, I 
am supposed to fulfil the expectations and emotions of my parents. As our parents are 
growing older day by day they search for love and care so I have to be there with them 
whenever they need me. My aim is to be connected with this course and complete the study is 
itself a dream of my parents so, returning back home with the desired degree will be my first 
achievement. The other will follow slowly and gradually.

Nepal is a developing nation and is highly in need of proficient schools, teachers, Montessori 
which meets international standard. Nepal is still behind to establish good schools with 
proficient teachers; this issue has challenged me and my generation to modify education into 
preferable one.

Especially in rural part of Nepal, children hardly could see the faces of books and copies, even 
the teachers are not well educated. Thus, for this reason soon after returning back to Nepal 
after the graduation, I’ll start up educational campaign, projects in different parts of Nepal. 
Firstly, I will organize teaching workshop for teachers where I’ll be sharing my knowledge and 
ideas that I had gained during my study period in Australia i.e. in Axis Institute. 

Rather than focusing only on the establishment of schools, colleges I aim of providing good 
trainings, skills, knowledge etc. to teacher on teaching method to every teacher in Nepal. The 
fact is, although Nepal has enough schools, teachers, Montessori, academic institution none of 
the academic/institution meets with international standard. While, getting their children 

residential address or any change to that address in Australia.
I also understand that breaching any of these conditions can result in termination of my visa 
and I have to return before the completion of the course. I hereby promise to maintain every 
visa condition and to abide by Australian laws as well as the college rules and regulations. 

Conclusion
I declare that the particulars stated above are true and correct in every detail. I understand 
that incorrect or misleading statements may result in refusal of my student visa application. 
My previous immigration history is clear. I have an honest intention to go and study in 
Australia and return to my home country with the Australian qualification. I shall always owe 
my academic progress to my parents and I take it as my responsibility to study well for them 
so that when I return to my home country I come with the expertise to turn the lives of my 
parents around for good and at the same time make a significant contribution in uplifting the 
way of life of Children in my country with the help of my knowledge in the field of Early 
Childhood Education and Care. So, if I were to be given the opportunity to go to study in 
Australia, I will make the best use of Australian student visa by producing my best in my 
studies.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

admitted in such academic house has been dream of every parent like my parents do. Good 
primary schools, Montessori are highly in demand nowadays; with the jobs in this field one can 
have a strong sound income. In Addition, I will also be having an opportunity to work in any 
reputed NGOS, INGOS where I can easily establish myself to work as an UN officer as well.
Education and children, happily I see myself contributing my life on these two fields. Well, 
Australia in the beginning of my educational journey my stay in Australia is up to my first 
degree i.e. up to bachelor. I crave to pursue my education from many different countries. 
During the journey of pursuing education, my contribution to my motherland Nepal will move 
on concurrently.

Visa Obligations
I am aware of Genuine Temporary Entrant (GTE), where requirements apply to all student visa 
applicants and considers whether the individual circumstances of the student indicate that 
their intention is for a temporary stay in Australia. A genuineness assessment is made by 
taking into account a number of personal factors relating to the student, such as their 
immigration history, circumstances that might encourage the student to return to their home 
country and conditions that might encourage them to remain in Australia.
I am fully aware of the Student Visa Conditions under Higher secondary sector visa, subclass 
500 and I am mentally prepared to obey the obligations:
• I must study with full study load.
• I must maintain at least 80% attendance.
• I must score minimum of 50% in each exam to pass.
• I cannot change my college/university for 6 months (a semester) upon enrolment.
• I cannot work more than forty hours per fortnight.
• I have to maintain overseas Student Health Cover (OSHC) for the duration of student visa.
• I must meet, through my application, Genuine Temporary Entrant (GTE) requirements for a 
student visa.
• I must notify the education provider in writing within 7 days of arrival in Australia about 
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I compared the course of this college with other education provides. Looking at the websites 
of
TAFE Queensland International college
https://international.tafeqld.edu.au/course/17250-diploma-of-early-childhood-education-and
-care
Brisbane College
http://bc.edu.au/Courses/Early-Childhood-
Shafston college
http://shafston.edu/courses/certificate-iii-in-early-childhood-education-and-care-chc30113/
Comparing various colleges, I found that Axis Institute would be the best decision to pursue 
my studies and I found that the course provided in Axis Institute is much better and the 
teaching structure is highly organized. And Axis Institute is in Level 6, Queen street, Brisbane, 
QLD 4000, Australia my dream place. One of the main reasons behind choosing Axis Institute is 
to pursue my Diploma of early childhood because of its reputation. In comparison to other 
universities in Australia I discovered that the programs taught in Axis Institute are uniquely 
designed and tailored accordingly to meet the needs of the students and the demand of 
contemporary health services. It is one of Australia’s most recognized, accessible, and 
comprehensive institute with a diverse group of students to a wide variety of courses and 
program.

Finally, I made my decision of choosing Axis Institute to pursue my higher studies by rational 
consideration of the factors like cost, location, transportation, security etc. In fact, I make my 
decision by relying heavily upon the data and statistics for choosing a particular institute. 
Undoubtedly, to choose Axis Institute for the further education is the best choice for me.

Financials
With the annual income of AUD 25,706 per annum my parents who always support my 
academic aims are in a strong position to cover my financial costs for my studies in Brisbane, 
Australia. My father whose salary as a teacher is NRs. 585,000 per annum (equivalent to AUD 
6970) added with the lease income from property owned in different parts of Dang is valued 
NRs. 558,000 (equivalent to AUD 6649) and yearly income from family business of NRs. 1,014,305 
(equivalent to AUD 12086) generates us NRs. 2,157,305 Per annum (equivalent to AUD 25706). 
Eager to see me quench my academic thirst and because of the sheer belief in my personal 
aim they support my decision to study in Australia and thus my parents have maintained a 
good amount of saving at Nabil Bank Limited for the purpose of my studies. I am assured that 
my family’s financial position shall help me sustain in Australia.

Future Plans
I have set my future planning to do “Bachelor in Early Childcare” from one of the affiliated 
University, after completing my Diploma of Early Childhood Education and Care from Axis 
Institute. After I get the bachelor’s degree, as Australia also provides 2 years of post-work study 
time for students to get further industrial exposure, experience letter, reference of their related 
field after the completion of the study. I will return back to my motherland Nepal. With the help 
of knowledge of job experience through PSW which includes How to assist with personal 
hygiene, Caregiver relief, how to deal with children with cognitive impairment and mental 
health issues, how to provide optimal support, how to recognize ongoing medical conditions 
and Household management that I will be getting in Australia.

After the completion of this program I will do research on various NGOs and INGOs which 
deliver supports to the early childcare and offer child care service. Then I will apply where my 
skills and knowledge are applicable. I will work as an active humanitarian with the help of 
different NGOs and INGOs. I see myself working for rights and at the needy sector of the 
community/society. I’ll start up different social campaign and development projects based on 
welfare of children, especially in the rural part of Nepal. Along with my social projects and 
campaign, I will be preparing myself to stand up in a responsible/senior post of one of the 
reputed NGO or INGO like UN, UNICEF, UNDP in Nepal along with working as a UN officer. For 
doing these all things I will search job vacancies in various NGO and INGO and compete for 
the post. In the initial stage of job the salary will not be more but after the three months there 
will be increase in my salary. Well these all matters could not stop my way as my dream is to 
stand in senior post of NGO and INGO by which I will get opportunity to use my knowledge and 
experience of Childcare. After returning to my home country, I am anticipating a recovery of 
more than 100% of my investment through my annual salary. The average annual salary of UN 
officer is $63,854 approximately which is regarded as a handsome salary. Likewise, the income 
from NGO will be around Rs 60,000 – 70,000 per month with the intent to reduce crucial social 
disasters of Nepal, such as unemployment, social evils, illiteracy etc. I want children of rural 
area and underdeveloped nation to develop leadership quality in them which I’ll make sure 
they’ll gain it.

I feel I have the ability to turn a foolish being to a wise person. I define myself as human being 
with introvert look but extra, extrovert characteristics and attitude. Since the first day of my 
schooling to the end year of my high school, I never lost the opportunity to represent myself as 
an active and creative student. Dealing with responsibilities, learning new things, interacting 
with people, involving on leadership and social works etc. has always been my subject of 
interest.

Reason to be Back to Nepal
“You leave home to seek your fortune and, when you get it, you go home and share it with your 
family” I believe myself as a dedicated, ambitious change maker, who has got the potential to 
reflect as an example to the world with her work. No matter how much dedicated I’m towards 
my education and career, I do hold a big bundle of responsibilities towards my family. People 
are always incomplete without their family no matter what. Being a first child of my family, I 
am supposed to fulfil the expectations and emotions of my parents. As our parents are 
growing older day by day they search for love and care so I have to be there with them 
whenever they need me. My aim is to be connected with this course and complete the study is 
itself a dream of my parents so, returning back home with the desired degree will be my first 
achievement. The other will follow slowly and gradually.

Nepal is a developing nation and is highly in need of proficient schools, teachers, Montessori 
which meets international standard. Nepal is still behind to establish good schools with 
proficient teachers; this issue has challenged me and my generation to modify education into 
preferable one.

Especially in rural part of Nepal, children hardly could see the faces of books and copies, even 
the teachers are not well educated. Thus, for this reason soon after returning back to Nepal 
after the graduation, I’ll start up educational campaign, projects in different parts of Nepal. 
Firstly, I will organize teaching workshop for teachers where I’ll be sharing my knowledge and 
ideas that I had gained during my study period in Australia i.e. in Axis Institute. 

Rather than focusing only on the establishment of schools, colleges I aim of providing good 
trainings, skills, knowledge etc. to teacher on teaching method to every teacher in Nepal. The 
fact is, although Nepal has enough schools, teachers, Montessori, academic institution none of 
the academic/institution meets with international standard. While, getting their children 

residential address or any change to that address in Australia.
I also understand that breaching any of these conditions can result in termination of my visa 
and I have to return before the completion of the course. I hereby promise to maintain every 
visa condition and to abide by Australian laws as well as the college rules and regulations. 

Conclusion
I declare that the particulars stated above are true and correct in every detail. I understand 
that incorrect or misleading statements may result in refusal of my student visa application. 
My previous immigration history is clear. I have an honest intention to go and study in 
Australia and return to my home country with the Australian qualification. I shall always owe 
my academic progress to my parents and I take it as my responsibility to study well for them 
so that when I return to my home country I come with the expertise to turn the lives of my 
parents around for good and at the same time make a significant contribution in uplifting the 
way of life of Children in my country with the help of my knowledge in the field of Early 
Childhood Education and Care. So, if I were to be given the opportunity to go to study in 
Australia, I will make the best use of Australian student visa by producing my best in my 
studies.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

GEMS GROUP
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MIGRATION SERVICES
PH: +977 01 4423119
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Putalisadak Chowk, Way to Dilli Bazaar Road, Kathmandu
info@gemsservices.com.au, www.globaleducation.com.np

admitted in such academic house has been dream of every parent like my parents do. Good 
primary schools, Montessori are highly in demand nowadays; with the jobs in this field one can 
have a strong sound income. In Addition, I will also be having an opportunity to work in any 
reputed NGOS, INGOS where I can easily establish myself to work as an UN officer as well.
Education and children, happily I see myself contributing my life on these two fields. Well, 
Australia in the beginning of my educational journey my stay in Australia is up to my first 
degree i.e. up to bachelor. I crave to pursue my education from many different countries. 
During the journey of pursuing education, my contribution to my motherland Nepal will move 
on concurrently.

Visa Obligations
I am aware of Genuine Temporary Entrant (GTE), where requirements apply to all student visa 
applicants and considers whether the individual circumstances of the student indicate that 
their intention is for a temporary stay in Australia. A genuineness assessment is made by 
taking into account a number of personal factors relating to the student, such as their 
immigration history, circumstances that might encourage the student to return to their home 
country and conditions that might encourage them to remain in Australia.
I am fully aware of the Student Visa Conditions under Higher secondary sector visa, subclass 
500 and I am mentally prepared to obey the obligations:
• I must study with full study load.
• I must maintain at least 80% attendance.
• I must score minimum of 50% in each exam to pass.
• I cannot change my college/university for 6 months (a semester) upon enrolment.
• I cannot work more than forty hours per fortnight.
• I have to maintain overseas Student Health Cover (OSHC) for the duration of student visa.
• I must meet, through my application, Genuine Temporary Entrant (GTE) requirements for a 
student visa.
• I must notify the education provider in writing within 7 days of arrival in Australia about 
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Statement of Purpose

Introduction and Background
I, …………………………..  born on …………………. holding the passport number …………….., from the humble village of 
…………………………….., would like to express my gratitude to have been given an opportunity to write a 
Statement of Purpose to pursue Diploma of Early Childhood Education and Care in the 
reputed Axis Institute in Brisbane, Australia.

My decision to pursue Diploma of Early Childhood Education and Care is not only inspired by 
my academic goal. It is also something that comes innately to me. Even when I was 
13-years-old, in addition to spending time with my teenage friends, I took few hours in my time 
to run a small in-home tuition center for children in my neighborhood. There I came to learn 
how passionate I was when it came to Development of children. The tuition I ran was not only 
limited to providing studies related assistance. Owing to a realization that children need more 
than books and homework to learn, I began conducting extracurricular activities like taking 
them to grocery shopping, to make learning more children friendly. I have been teaching 
children since then. 

“Eshneha Miss, why is it easier to count money than doing addition and subtraction in 
Mathematics,” a child, a two-grader student of mine, once shared his inquisitiveness in the 
class. This innocent revelation led all the students to agreeing to turn every problem in 
arithmetic to money problem. Their grades drastically improved over time. To this day, I 
consider this moment as one of the most important lessons of my life as a teacher. I didn't 
interfere with their learning process. I just showed them the way, they reached their 
destination on their own. I want to explore my passion and contribute to a healthy society 
where Children are wise and intellectually healthy which will contribute to create a safer and 
well-informed society in the future.

I grew up in a country side of Dhakana, Dang, Nepal, to father, Mr. Cholamani Khatri and to 
mother Mrs. Oma Khatri where sending a girl to a school is still a societal conundrum. My 
father, who is a teacher, never let this stigma affect me. He would say, “There are people who 
still consider education a gender privilege, you should show them otherwise. Education is free 
as air is. Everybody should have access to it.” It is because of his inspiration and the support 
from my mother that I have always thrived to do better in academics. I completed my 
schooling from Chandrodaya Vidya Kunj with an encouraging first division percentage (69.5%) 
in Dang and completed my high school from Gorkha Higher Secondary School maintaining 
the same grade with (61.5%) in Tulsipur, Dang.

Why Diploma of Early Childhood Education and Care?
I always aspired to do something for the children. My experience as a tuition teacher and a 
babysitter in my neighborhood cemented my passion into an academic aim as I realized that 
I can, albeit a small contribution to the society, help create a future of happy educated adults 
who are ridden of baseless stigmas and are filled with nothing but compassion for the people. 
After completion of my High School, I joined a Montessori, namely, ‘Cradle Kids Care and 
Pre-School’ in Banepa where I taught pre-schoolers various topics from wonder of science to 
fun of mathematics where I must say I lived the best part of my life there. I got to explore my 
dream there. However, I was hit by a realization that there were many children in Nepal who 
were deprived of access to a sound pre-school education because Pre School education is 
expensive in our country. There are thousands of kids who grow up in the streets because their 
parents cannot afford giving them shelter. Child Labor, although abolished and illegal, is still 
practiced in major cities and these facts saddened me for a while. However, it inspired me to 
work hard and study well to do something in the future as someone who understands children 
and their requirements. One of my biggest dream is to found an orphanage different from 
traditional orphanages in my country where children not only get shelter but also are 
provided with necessary pre-school educations that help them transcend into a healthy 
adolescence and in turn into a healthy adulthood.

Similarly, with the graduation in diploma I’ll be capable of achieving more ideas in the time of 
bachelor course. Bachelor course are more extensive and as I will have the knowledge about 
child care acquired from Diploma it will help me to prove my potential better than others.
I am well aware about my course details. I am doing diploma program in early childhood the 
courses are of 98 weeks. Diploma of Early Childhood Education and Care course includes 360 
hours of professional work placement to be completed.

Diploma of Early Childhood Education and Care, I will have to study various units. The unit 
enlisted in the course consists of:
CHCECE002 Ensure the health and safety of children
CHCECE004 Promote and provide healthy food and drinks
CHCLEG001 Work legally and ethically
CHCPRT001 Identify and respond to children and young people at risk
CHCECE009 Use an approved learning framework to guide practice
CHCECE007 Develop positive and respectful relationships with children
CHCECE006 Support behaviour of children and young people
CHCECE010 Support the holistic development of children in early childhood
CHCECE013 Use information about children to inform practice
CHCECE003 Provide care for children
CHCECE005 Provide care for babies and toddlers
CHCECE001 Develop cultural competence
CHCDIV001 Work with diverse people
CHCDIV002 Promote Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander cultural safety
CHCECE016 Establish and maintain a safety and healthy environment for children
HLTWHS003 Maintain work health and safety
CHCECE019 Facilitate compliance in an education and care service
CHCECE025 Embed sustainable practices in service operations
CHCMGT003 Lead the work team

CHCECE017 Foster the holistic development and wellbeing of the child in early childhood
CHCECE018 Nurture creativity in children
CHCECE022 Promote children’s agency
CHCECE023 Analyze information to inform learning
CHCECE024 Design and implement the curriculum to foster children’s learning and 
development
CHCECE020 Establish and implement plans for developing cooperative behavior
CHCECE021 Implement strategies for the inclusion of all children
CHCECE026 Work in partnership with families to provide appropriate education and care for 
children
HLTAID004 Provide an emergency first aid response in an education and care setting
Course of Early Childhood Education and Care is a professional degree. The course design 
enables graduate to maximize learning opportunities to develop skills and knowledge in early 
childhood theory, pedagogy and learning approaches in professional practice and 
leadership; curriculum content development and design; care and wellbeing of the child 
within a social context; and in society and culture. Graduates will also acquire sound 
knowledge and practical communication skills to serve the diverse and changing needs of 
the early childhood education, care industry, and drive innovation.

In addition to aforementioned matters, the diploma of Early Childhood Education shall equip 
me with the expertise to become:
• Authorised / Nominated Supervisor (Children’s Services)
• Children’s Services Coordinator
• Centre Manager (Children’s Services)
• Director (Children’s Services)
• Child Care Educator
• Group/Team Coordinator/Leader (Children’s Services)
• Children’s Adviser

• Program Leader (Children’s Services)
• Children’s Service Director/Manager
• Child Development Educator
The expertise I shall acquire will help me attend my goals I discussed earlier as a skilled and 
certified professional.

Why This Course?
Unless we educate a child it’s difficult to educate the nation. Due to this thought I have always 
been passionate about working for the welfare and happiness of children. 
Choosing a particular career line is a crucial decision, hence, every aspect of the career one is 
about to choose should be thoroughly understood. It demands proper planning and 
understanding rather brings unexpected outcomes. So, one must be careful while making 
decisions as one wrong decision can negatively affect the career path. Keeping this in light, I 
took almost 2 months to explore different courses and came up with decision for Diploma of 
Early Childhood Education and care. As it best suits my interest and I believe it will make my 
knowledge in the subject more empirical and specific. I have always been keen interested in 
Childhood Education and Care Study. A childhood studies develops specific skills and 
knowledge. Around the subject of children learning and develop. I will learn and develop about 
the history and culture of childhood as well as the major theories of social, emotional and 
cognitive development. We can further our learning through realistic field experience. This 
placement enables students to consolidate our skills under the supervision of qualified 
practitioners which assists us to be work ready after graduation. Lack of qualified teachers 
and resources is the biggest problem in Nepal. This made me to worry more about the 
children’s future of rural part of Nepal and motivated me to penetrate into this subject, where 
this results with good changes in community and also, I can earn good income from this field. 
Also, Degree on early childhood education and care will help me to tackle poor educational 
teaching of Nepal.

Why Australia and Not Nepal?
My decision to pursue this course in Australia is not the result of lack of trying to find the said 
course in Nepal. There are indeed Early Childhood Education courses in Nepal, however, they 
are only available in Limited Institutes like ‘Volunteers Initiative Nepal’ and ‘Early Childhood 
Education Center’ but the quality of Education, albeit told to be of international quality, often 
fail to meet the international standard. The vocational part of the courses are weakly 
designed and are focused on creating a High Salaried Human Resource rather than on 
creating an individual passionate to assure best care and growth for the children. Therefore, I 
chose to study abroad. Countries like Canada, USA, New-Zealand, India, were recommended 
to me. However, I found Australia to be the best option because of the following reasons:
• Australia offers truly a world class Education and eight of the Universities in Australia have 
been placed in the top 100 in the latest QS World University Rankings.
• Australia is a country that has largest number of international students in the world which 
not only adds value to its already diverse culture but also establishes a healthy and a 
welcoming environment for international student which the country like USA lacks as they 
have immigration issues. 
• It is one of the most politically stable country and as per the Global Peace Index 2018, it ranks 
13 in the world’s most peaceful countries with the score of 1.435.
• All the international students studying in Australia are provided special health insurance 
coverage called Overseas Student Health Cover (OSHC) which assists students in covering the 
cost of medical care that they may need while living in Australia.
• There is a provision of Post Study Work (PSW) for every international student which helps 
students get the experience of working in their own field of study. This program, in addition to 
making us financially independent, it insures that when we go back to our country, we possess 
the required skill set to face any kind of challenges in practical scenarios. 

Therefore, I must say that choosing Australia as the country to pursue my academic goals 

was a smooth decision because of its laws and policies that ensures that the International 
Students attain the highest level of education in a secure, sustainable and culturally enriched 
environment.

Why Axis Institute, Brisbane?
Big dilemma hit while choosing among colleges, institutes and University. Finally, after a lot of 
research, recommendation from my seniors, I was able to choose Axis Institute for my further 
studies and achieve my goals.

I compared the course of this college with other education provides. Looking at the websites 
of
TAFE Queensland International college
https://international.tafeqld.edu.au/course/17250-diploma-of-early-childhood-education-and
-care
Brisbane College
http://bc.edu.au/Courses/Early-Childhood-
Shafston college
http://shafston.edu/courses/certificate-iii-in-early-childhood-education-and-care-chc30113/
Comparing various colleges, I found that Axis Institute would be the best decision to pursue 
my studies and I found that the course provided in Axis Institute is much better and the 
teaching structure is highly organized. And Axis Institute is in Level 6, Queen street, Brisbane, 
QLD 4000, Australia my dream place. One of the main reasons behind choosing Axis Institute is 
to pursue my Diploma of early childhood because of its reputation. In comparison to other 
universities in Australia I discovered that the programs taught in Axis Institute are uniquely 
designed and tailored accordingly to meet the needs of the students and the demand of 
contemporary health services. It is one of Australia’s most recognized, accessible, and 
comprehensive institute with a diverse group of students to a wide variety of courses and 
program.

Finally, I made my decision of choosing Axis Institute to pursue my higher studies by rational 
consideration of the factors like cost, location, transportation, security etc. In fact, I make my 
decision by relying heavily upon the data and statistics for choosing a particular institute. 
Undoubtedly, to choose Axis Institute for the further education is the best choice for me.

Financials
With the annual income of AUD 25,706 per annum my parents who always support my 
academic aims are in a strong position to cover my financial costs for my studies in Brisbane, 
Australia. My father whose salary as a teacher is NRs. 585,000 per annum (equivalent to AUD 
6970) added with the lease income from property owned in different parts of Dang is valued 
NRs. 558,000 (equivalent to AUD 6649) and yearly income from family business of NRs. 1,014,305 
(equivalent to AUD 12086) generates us NRs. 2,157,305 Per annum (equivalent to AUD 25706). 
Eager to see me quench my academic thirst and because of the sheer belief in my personal 
aim they support my decision to study in Australia and thus my parents have maintained a 
good amount of saving at Nabil Bank Limited for the purpose of my studies. I am assured that 
my family’s financial position shall help me sustain in Australia.

Future Plans
I have set my future planning to do “Bachelor in Early Childcare” from one of the affiliated 
University, after completing my Diploma of Early Childhood Education and Care from Axis 
Institute. After I get the bachelor’s degree, as Australia also provides 2 years of post-work study 
time for students to get further industrial exposure, experience letter, reference of their related 
field after the completion of the study. I will return back to my motherland Nepal. With the help 
of knowledge of job experience through PSW which includes How to assist with personal 
hygiene, Caregiver relief, how to deal with children with cognitive impairment and mental 
health issues, how to provide optimal support, how to recognize ongoing medical conditions 
and Household management that I will be getting in Australia.

After the completion of this program I will do research on various NGOs and INGOs which 
deliver supports to the early childcare and offer child care service. Then I will apply where my 
skills and knowledge are applicable. I will work as an active humanitarian with the help of 
different NGOs and INGOs. I see myself working for rights and at the needy sector of the 
community/society. I’ll start up different social campaign and development projects based on 
welfare of children, especially in the rural part of Nepal. Along with my social projects and 
campaign, I will be preparing myself to stand up in a responsible/senior post of one of the 
reputed NGO or INGO like UN, UNICEF, UNDP in Nepal along with working as a UN officer. For 
doing these all things I will search job vacancies in various NGO and INGO and compete for 
the post. In the initial stage of job the salary will not be more but after the three months there 
will be increase in my salary. Well these all matters could not stop my way as my dream is to 
stand in senior post of NGO and INGO by which I will get opportunity to use my knowledge and 
experience of Childcare. After returning to my home country, I am anticipating a recovery of 
more than 100% of my investment through my annual salary. The average annual salary of UN 
officer is $63,854 approximately which is regarded as a handsome salary. Likewise, the income 
from NGO will be around Rs 60,000 – 70,000 per month with the intent to reduce crucial social 
disasters of Nepal, such as unemployment, social evils, illiteracy etc. I want children of rural 
area and underdeveloped nation to develop leadership quality in them which I’ll make sure 
they’ll gain it.

I feel I have the ability to turn a foolish being to a wise person. I define myself as human being 
with introvert look but extra, extrovert characteristics and attitude. Since the first day of my 
schooling to the end year of my high school, I never lost the opportunity to represent myself as 
an active and creative student. Dealing with responsibilities, learning new things, interacting 
with people, involving on leadership and social works etc. has always been my subject of 
interest.

Reason to be Back to Nepal
“You leave home to seek your fortune and, when you get it, you go home and share it with your 
family” I believe myself as a dedicated, ambitious change maker, who has got the potential to 
reflect as an example to the world with her work. No matter how much dedicated I’m towards 
my education and career, I do hold a big bundle of responsibilities towards my family. People 
are always incomplete without their family no matter what. Being a first child of my family, I 
am supposed to fulfil the expectations and emotions of my parents. As our parents are 
growing older day by day they search for love and care so I have to be there with them 
whenever they need me. My aim is to be connected with this course and complete the study is 
itself a dream of my parents so, returning back home with the desired degree will be my first 
achievement. The other will follow slowly and gradually.

Nepal is a developing nation and is highly in need of proficient schools, teachers, Montessori 
which meets international standard. Nepal is still behind to establish good schools with 
proficient teachers; this issue has challenged me and my generation to modify education into 
preferable one.

Especially in rural part of Nepal, children hardly could see the faces of books and copies, even 
the teachers are not well educated. Thus, for this reason soon after returning back to Nepal 
after the graduation, I’ll start up educational campaign, projects in different parts of Nepal. 
Firstly, I will organize teaching workshop for teachers where I’ll be sharing my knowledge and 
ideas that I had gained during my study period in Australia i.e. in Axis Institute. 

Rather than focusing only on the establishment of schools, colleges I aim of providing good 
trainings, skills, knowledge etc. to teacher on teaching method to every teacher in Nepal. The 
fact is, although Nepal has enough schools, teachers, Montessori, academic institution none of 
the academic/institution meets with international standard. While, getting their children 

residential address or any change to that address in Australia.
I also understand that breaching any of these conditions can result in termination of my visa 
and I have to return before the completion of the course. I hereby promise to maintain every 
visa condition and to abide by Australian laws as well as the college rules and regulations. 

Conclusion
I declare that the particulars stated above are true and correct in every detail. I understand 
that incorrect or misleading statements may result in refusal of my student visa application. 
My previous immigration history is clear. I have an honest intention to go and study in 
Australia and return to my home country with the Australian qualification. I shall always owe 
my academic progress to my parents and I take it as my responsibility to study well for them 
so that when I return to my home country I come with the expertise to turn the lives of my 
parents around for good and at the same time make a significant contribution in uplifting the 
way of life of Children in my country with the help of my knowledge in the field of Early 
Childhood Education and Care. So, if I were to be given the opportunity to go to study in 
Australia, I will make the best use of Australian student visa by producing my best in my 
studies.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

admitted in such academic house has been dream of every parent like my parents do. Good 
primary schools, Montessori are highly in demand nowadays; with the jobs in this field one can 
have a strong sound income. In Addition, I will also be having an opportunity to work in any 
reputed NGOS, INGOS where I can easily establish myself to work as an UN officer as well.
Education and children, happily I see myself contributing my life on these two fields. Well, 
Australia in the beginning of my educational journey my stay in Australia is up to my first 
degree i.e. up to bachelor. I crave to pursue my education from many different countries. 
During the journey of pursuing education, my contribution to my motherland Nepal will move 
on concurrently.

Visa Obligations
I am aware of Genuine Temporary Entrant (GTE), where requirements apply to all student visa 
applicants and considers whether the individual circumstances of the student indicate that 
their intention is for a temporary stay in Australia. A genuineness assessment is made by 
taking into account a number of personal factors relating to the student, such as their 
immigration history, circumstances that might encourage the student to return to their home 
country and conditions that might encourage them to remain in Australia.
I am fully aware of the Student Visa Conditions under Higher secondary sector visa, subclass 
500 and I am mentally prepared to obey the obligations:
• I must study with full study load.
• I must maintain at least 80% attendance.
• I must score minimum of 50% in each exam to pass.
• I cannot change my college/university for 6 months (a semester) upon enrolment.
• I cannot work more than forty hours per fortnight.
• I have to maintain overseas Student Health Cover (OSHC) for the duration of student visa.
• I must meet, through my application, Genuine Temporary Entrant (GTE) requirements for a 
student visa.
• I must notify the education provider in writing within 7 days of arrival in Australia about 


